Toilet Paper Launcher (TPL)
Use Instructions for your Toilet Paper Launcher
The Toilet Paper Launcher (which can launch toilet paper and
other similarly sized streamer rolls) is a unique product
designed to enhance the effectiveness of toilet papering a
tree, celebrating a victory, marking a special occasion and for
any number of other reasons. The TPL truly makes an age old
right of passage easier and more fun by allowing the launch of
a roll much further and higher, and with less effort than by
using your arm only. Try it and we are sure you will agree.

TM

Your Toilet Paper Launcher (TPL) TM
Includes the Following:
- One (1) holding bucket
- Two (2) fasteners
- One (1) handle
- One (1) wrist lanyard
-Please ensure that all pieces are present before using. If
any
pieces
are
missing,
email
us
at
service@tplauncher.com.
Please visit us at either
www.tplauncher.com or www.facebook.com/tplauncher
for new product offerings, updates, pictures, user
testimonials & fun information. Remember to “Share” and
“Like” our Facebook page. Enjoy your TP Launcher safely.

How to Launch Your Toilet Paper or Streamer Roll
1)
2)

3)

Separate the first portion of TP or streamer roll that is usually
lightly glued together so that it can easily unroll while in flight.
Place your roll in the Holding Bucket so that the loose paper is
coming from the top of the roll and hangs over several inches
as shown to the right to ensure it unravels easily while in flight.
You may wish to try using the TPL different ways, but the
following will work perfectly for most users: If right handed –
after slipping your left hand through the wrist lanyard, grab the
lower handle with your hand, and place your right hand about
two inches above your left. Draw the TPL back over your right
shoulder and swing it up and forward when you’re ready to
launch. If left handed – after slipping your right hand through
the wrist lanyard, grab the lower handle with your hand, and
place your left hand about two inches above your right. Draw
the TPL back over your left shoulder and swing it up and
forward when you’re ready to launch you toilet paper roll or
similarly sized streamer roll.

Safely Enjoy Your TPL With
Family and Friends

Curved Flexible Handle

Holding Bucket

Safety Lanyard

Ensure that paper is positioned to unroll while in flight
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Get In - Get It Done - Get out
TP Launcher Safety Instructions
1) If under the age of consent, always have an adult present
when TP’ing, Yard Rolling or House Wrapping.
2) Always ask a supervising adult for permission to TP their
property before doing so.
3) If you are asked to stop TP’ing, always do so immediately and
do not attempt to do so again unless given permission.
4) If asked to clean up after having TP’d, always safely do so to
the best of your ability.
5) Never stand in the street to TP a tree (or anything else).
6) Never TP alone.
7) Always wear reflective clothing so that you can be seen by
motorists and residents.
8) Do not wake up inhabitants by ringing/knocking at their door.
9) Never TP homes, cars, light poles, electrical poles or lines, or
anything that could become damaged or cause a hazard or
personal injury to you or others.
10) Always ensure that you utilize the wrist lanyard before using
your TP Launcher. This will help to ensure that you don't
accidentally lose grip of your TP Launcher.
11) Take any and all precautions to ensure that you are safe and
that there is no damage to any property whatsoever. Please
do not use the TP Launcher if your are not willing or able to
abide by these common sense safety instructions.

Wrist Lanyard and Fasteners

Attach Wrist Lanyard by pushing
through single hole at end of Handle
Fastener in place and
ready to be tapped in

TP Launcher Assembly Instructions
1)

Ensure that you have all the necessary parts and pieces: One
(1) TPL Bucket, One (1) Handle, Two (2) Plastic Fasteners and
One (1) Wrist Lanyard. Contact us if anything is missing.
2) It is best if an adult assists with the assembly of the product.
3) Push the Wrist Lanyard through the larger single hole and
then loop the loose end through the other end of the lanyard.
(Note: Please never use your TPL without first ensuring that
the wrist lanyard is around your wrist).
4) Push the side of the handle with the two (2) holes into the
opening of the bucket so all holes are aligned. It is meant to
be tight so it make take some light pressure and maneuvering
to ensure it is in completely.
5) Take one (1) of the fasteners and place it over one of the
holes and push it in as far as you can.
6) Tap the fastener in with either a small block of wood or a
hammer, while holding the entire assembly in your hand.
Do Not tap the fastener in with the entire assembly sitting
on a hard surface or you may break it and void the warranty.
7) Turn it over and do the same with the second fastener.
8) That’s it! You’re ready to use your TP Launcher. Enjoy!

Push Handle into Bucket and align Fastener(s)

Lightly Tap in fasteners with a small block of wood or hammer.
**Hold in your hand – Do Not Place on Hard Surface**

Safely Enjoy Your TPL With
Family and Friends

Basic Innovations Group, LLC - Warranty:
Basic Innovations Group, LLC will warranty that your TPL will be free from defects in material and
workmanship for thirty (30) days from the verified date of purchase. Your TPL will last for years with
proper care in its use and storage. Please always free to contact us if we can be of any assistance to
you regarding our products.
Please visit us at either www.tplauncher.com or www.facebook.com/tplauncher for new product offerings,
updates, pictures, user testimonials & fun information. Remember to “Share” and “Like” our Facebook page.
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